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Bob Brackman & Cindy Tyler 
San Antonio Botanical Garden 



The Making of The Family Adventure Garden  
at San Antonio Botanical Garden 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BobYour 20 second begins on slide 1:Cindy Tyler from Terra Design Studios and I am here today to take you through the design process for the Family Adventure Garden at San Antonio Botanical Garden.  Before any design marker hit paper, Water, Wildlife and Messin’ with Texas were favorite topics that emerged out of months of stakeholder interaction and surveys.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
BobBut let me step back and give context to this new garden. The San Antonio Botanical Garden is a 36 year old regional garden with diverse collections and interesting architectural elements including a 2 acre conservatory complex.



The Family Adventure Garden 
Size: 2.5 acres 
Construction Budget:  $ 3.2 million 
Visitation Goals:  30% increase or 45,000 visitors/year 
Scheduled Opening:  Spring 2017 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BobAdding to our footprint, the Family Adventure Garden will be a 2.5 acre (note…can this info be updated on the slide), with a 30% increase projected attendance – all to open in Spring 2017.



“It took a village!” 

• Terra Design Studios – The Family Adventure Garden Lead Designer 
• Ten Eyck Landscape Architects – Entrance Improvement Project &  
 Landscape Architect-of-Record 
• Natural Learning Initiative – Community Facilitation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BobTen Eyck had been working on the design of the Entrance Improvement Project for months before we we hired Terra to develop the conceptual design for The Family Adventure Garden.  We felt family gardens were a specialty, and although Ten Eyck is an exemplary design firm, they had no experience in family garden design. We did not want them cutting their teeth on our garden. We feel this was a wise decisions, resulting in creative collaboration, and great results.



Why a “Family”  
Adventure Garden? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyTerra subscribes to the findings of Rachel Carson in her book, The Sense of Wonder, where Rachel narrates her journey as the willing companion and connection to the natural world for her small nephew, Roger – a bond that lasts a lifetime.So our gardens target both caregiver and child  – and we were super excited that San Antonio Botanical Garden embraced this philosophy.



Why “Messin’ with Texas”? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyWhy Messin with Texas?  Robin Moore was also part of our design team, and his decades of research cites the many benefits of allowing children to manipulate their natural environment – messin’ with it to form that lifelong bond. That’s Robin in the corner – we were delighted that he was able ride his long horn to San Antonio that day.



The Role of  Wildlife 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyThe topic of Wildlife was very important to Garden and community members – and there are certainly many well-loved Southern Plains and Hill Country species. We worked hard to design habitat that invites beneficial animals, even the ones with eight legs,  to the Family Adventure Garden.  The evidence of other critters will be present through tracks in the pavement, scat, and skeletons.



Water IS the Story! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyBut the Water is the Story!  We all knew that water was important, even though San Antonio gets an average of 30 inches of rain a year.  Rainfall is usually a cause for celebration here. Plant and animal cycles respond almost immediately when it rains.  Buildings gather water and return it to the aquifer, and tourists visit in throngs to the River Walk.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyOn our first day on the job, we met Claire, Karen and Marlene, three Board members who could not have been more passionate about how surface water expresses itself in the regional landscape.  We spent a full day tracing the water from its urban life to the drama of the Hill Country, ending that day with an unquenchable thirst to design their family garden centered around the magic of the story of the water.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyCibolo Creek was the most magical to me – I was struck by the way the water patiently carved its way through and around the stone bed and then, without warning, just disappeared into an underground sinkhole!  Cibolo Creek was the inspiration for the Garden’s No Name Creek and Retama Recharge, which you’ll see later..



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyAnd if that wasn’t enough, we explored dormant maidenhair fern banks hiding along these limestone bluffs, and came to understand how the rain transforms them almost overnight into a verdant wall. We knew we must have fern banks in the Garden-and you can find them in Limestone Ledge.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyTen Eyck prepared the Master Plan for the Botanical Garden, earmarking this site for the Family Adventure Garden.  Visitors arrive from the west, past the new Discovery Center and planned culinary gardens through a threshold here.  The iconic Conservatory complex is to the north, Fort Sam Houston to the east, and a residential neighborhood to the south.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cindy. Except for a few trees, we found the Family Garden site void of any apparent “spirit” or kernel of inspiration.Yet our design was expected to increase annual visitation by 33%.  Lucky for us, we had the power of the Water to draw upon, and we used it  as the thread that ties everything together and as the hook to bring people through the gate.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyWe also drew from the language of the land around the site – we thought to mirror some of the signature landforms from the overall Garden into the Family Garden.  Here you can see how the landforms of the Family Garden’s Hill Country evolved from the reveal and conceal of the Botanical Garden’s land massing.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyWe helped stakeholders envision the design through inspirational photos, in this case, how the hydrology is expressed artistically.  Together, we imagined modernized acequias springing from cisterns in the Watering Hole, hand pumps filling dry streams in Dry Rock Creek, and the pond of Cypress Springs.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyThe Hook lives in Thunder Ridge and No Name Creek, where timed thunderstorms feed the creek bed and the water magically disappears into the karst rocks of Retama Recharge – Beyond Retama, other trees, such as Mexican Sycamore and Bald Cypress are planned to embrace the creek bed.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyAfter many iterations, the approved Concept Plan organizes the Family Garden into three zones:  neighborhoods, South Texas Plains and the Texas Hill Country. Water first emerges in the Watering Hole in the form of an acequia feature, follows along a dry stream to Cypress Pond.  From the other direction, Thunder Ridge feeds No Name Creek to Retama Recharge.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyIn section, you can see Muhly Maze, No Name Creek, Limestone Ledge, up to Prickly Pear Peak and Bluestem Bluff down to Huisache Way, the latter heavily populated with nature play activities.  Thunder Ridge is in the distance.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
CindyFinally, a perspective that captures the experience along No Name Creek and Limestone Ledge, inspired from day one by our journey to Cibolo Creek and its maidenhair fernbanks.  Thunder Ridge is around the bend, where timed thunderstorms refresh the stream bed and celebrate the story of the water..



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bob:And this is where we are today!   Family Adventure Garden under construction, with a scheduled opening of Spring 2017.Thank you for allowing us to share with you the Making of the Family Adventure Garden and how the celebration of San Antonio’s water cycle became essential to its design.



Michelle Conklin 
Tucson Botanical Gardens 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the words of Dr. Who, “If we don’t find that pod before it germinates, it’ll be the end of everything. Everything, do you hear me? Even your pension!. This is certainly an extreme way to illustrate that invasive plants are  creeping and crawling into our space, assaulting our native species and in many cases, driving them towards extinction. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the movies the answer is simple. We marshal Earth’s resources and fight back.  The triffids rise up against humanity.  A scientist creates a plant animal hybrid, mighty samson saves his girlfriend form a giant venus flytrap like  plant monster.  How do we fight back?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today we do the same thing - Federal, state, county and local government agencies, nonprofit foundations, organizations and community groups, individuals of all economic means come together to win the battle. 



How do you inspire people to care 

Who  Don’t 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you inspire people to care, who don’t?  It’s easy to get volunteer environmentalist out pulling buffelgrass, you may have a captive audience at a science or earth day fair, but they may be more interested in the give-aways and the tamale truck - than a deep conversation about invasive plant species. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few years ago The Tucson Botanical Gardens created  a new exhibit: Alien Invasion of the plant kind  with two  specific goals : seeks to reach a new and different audience—those who normally don’t consider themselves environmentalists and re-enthuse those who are already concerned and active.  From there…



PARTNERS Make it big 
: OF THE OCEAN KIND 
 
: OF THE SPACE KIND 
 
: OF THE ANIMAL KIND 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Would’t it be cool to have biospecer create a ai of the Oc Kind and Flandrua science cnter and pima air and space could do : an of the space kind and the zoo would do ; of the Animal kind, such as faldeaur science explore invasion biology, astonomy, xenobotany, global terraforming as well as invasive plants.  The succes of the partnerhsip  was contingent on receiving Fundig to help cross market . That fell through, so we held our….



Movies  
 
   Literature   
 
                           Comic Books  
   
                                           Toys 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Employing pop culture seen in Sci-Fi movies, literature and on movie posters, along with exhibitory educate and inform the public about invasive plants and their impending environmental impact through the lens of colorful, vintage media” – specifically sci-fi horror films and their accompanying posters.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with comic books and pulp fiction – our exhibition curator had a blast buying on  e-bay!  Stories of space .allowed us to explore the hypnosis of panspermia where  In comic books and fiction, invaders arrive by asteroid, meteorite and comet? this led to great conversation about how Here on earth,  Invasive plants spread from one field to another  in various ways – which we illustrated . 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simply by showing that a seeds on your socks from a day trip in one state, could ….   This gave us an opportunity to talk about border issues – fruit, insects and plants being transported over the boarder.  Also we interpreted how a plant in one state, such as the buffle grass in  northern texas highly valued as a pastoral species and more recently for mine site rehabilitation and erosion control



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In fact the  the the border conversation inspired our exhibit design using shipping crates as our central theme. We had very little funding and we have even less storage space. So the triangular shaped walls make great storage space. We also deigned the exhibit to ship easily as the crates can be disassembled  and flatted – all fitting in a small u-haul. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The exhibit was on display in two rooms wich had a total square footage of 400 sq. feet. The first room was primarily movie posters, comic books and toys. In the interpretation,  each poster, toy, book)  interpreted  to summarize the fictionious, then follow it up with the facts 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example movies  Attack of the killer tomatoes – tomatoes become sentient and rebel against humanity – pair that with a photo of genetically engineer vegetables.  Snow White and the huntsman – pair that with a photo of Irish “dark hedges”  Little shop of horos  -  when do plats stop behaving like pants –YOU HAVE A LESSON ON carnivorous plants 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second room focused on invasive plant education - : what is an invasive specifes, how do you identify them, which pants are invadors and which are friends, how do we win?  The lessons learned were simple:



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We win….



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those lessons were reinforced by Miss Frizzel our youth interpreter. Each child was given a passport and received a stamp for every invasive plant they could identify.  Once they received all 10 or 12  stamps, they became “defenders of nature”  and proudly displayed their defender of nature button.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
The room was also set up for a self guided tour, with microscopes, puzzles,  stickers, items in drawers for discovery,  There were a number of creepy posters supplied by government agencies such as Arizona’s 10 least wanted. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our staff wanted dot make sure the exhibit was international – move posters and comic books from Argentina, Iceland, Italy, Mexico and Japan



… explore the world of an imaginary Alien 
Invasion: of the Plant Kind.  Identify the 
problems and the solutions that take form                        
when real life plants invade places  
where they do not belong” 



Music: http://www.bensound.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 In the words of Ms. Frizzle “ Either we fight the invaders now, or we give up and lose – are you a defender of the ecosystem? ”

http://www.bensound.com/
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Debby Edelman 
Lewis and Clark Community College 



The Monticello Sculpture Gardens at Lewis & Clark Community College  

Growing a Nice Campus Landscape into a 
Public Garden 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi I am Debby Edelman, Development Director and one of the head cheerleaders for the Monticello Sculpture Gardens in Godfrey, Illinois, which is across the Mississippi River from St. Louis.  We are on the grounds of Lewis & Clark Community College a two-year higher education institution that serves a seven-county, 220,000 person district in Southwestern Illinois.  Our enrollment is over 20,000 credit and non-credit students. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our gardens complement the historic architecture of the Monticello College that dates back to 1838, and we have a collection of thirteen internationally recognized bronze sculptures. Our featured display collections are magnolias, peonies, and an annual thematic garden show.Two acres of display gardens have been designed and planted since we were founded as a Signature Garden of the Missouri Botanical Garden in 2002.   LC is 50 acres. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Peter Raven, President Emeritus and Director of the Missouri Botanical Garden deserves the credit for giving birth to our Monticello Sculpture Gardens through his idea to establish public gardens at three southwestern Illinois colleges.  His hopes were to cultivate future visitors to his garden across the river in St Louis and to increase interest in gardening in our underserved community.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our hopes were to use this wonderful partnership with MoBot to beautify our grounds and provide our visitors with an immersive experience that blends the art of sculpture and horticulture.  Our collection has garnered international attention, and it is all in service of putting our values on display.  May think it is an elite community.  Metro east area  industrial community.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our journey has not always been easy, as a public garden at a state funded community college, we do not have an operating budget, and only have two gardeners. The college’s administration and foundation have supported us at every turn and have given us tools to succeed, such as separating the gardeners from the grounds department, allowing them solely focus on gardening and not turf and leaf management. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr. Dale Chapman President of LCCC deserves credit for raising the gardens, prioritizing their development, and making them successful.  Dale is far from a gardener, but he knows the gardens benefit campus, especially for recruiting and retaining students and faculty and as a community respite.  Dale hired our master planner, Terra Design Studios in 2001 and continues to be the driving force behind the implementation of the gardens master plan today.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terra Design prepared our original Master Plan in 2002 and they continue today helping us implement the vision.  We have updated our master plan regularly over the past fifteen years based on the changing demands and sensibilities of our students, constituents, and donors and the fickle nature of our state-supplied funding!  For instancs, the original plan was for a stand-alone botanic garden that charged admission.  In fact, today our gardens are woven into the campus core and we welcome the public to visit, free-of-charge, 365 days a year.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the first areas in the master plan to be completed was the Spirit of Survival Garden, in 2003, with an evocative sculpture by Ruth Duckworth that memorializes 1993 flooding victims.  This garden sits at the South Portal to the Sculpture Gardens. The artist chose to site her piece by the historic Chapman Lake, and asked for the surrounding garden to make the piece appear to be rising from a bed of grasses. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Later in the same year Glenna Goodacre’s Sacagawea was installed as the first of three site specific sculptures that recall the Corps of Discovery mission.  Sacagawea is prominently placed outside of Fountain Court, an important node in the historic zone of campus with formal gardens that thematically represent the beginning of a students journey in college, when life is structured and rigorous.



     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Added in 2004, the Rivers of Color are a linear garden that thematically links the historic and modern zones of campus.  The garden relies on plants that bloom during Graduation in May and the start of classes in September. The Garden ends at a plaza that features Rich Hunt’s monumental Crossroads sculptures that abstract various seminal moments during the Corps of Discovery mission.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Grove is the major node in the modern zone of campus, it features bold, vivacious plantings that thematically represents the transition of a student into adulthood at the culmination of their college work.  The last of the thematic Corps of Discovery sculptures; Michael Dunbar’s North Point, which is inspired by the navigational equipment Lewis and Clark used during their Journey is located in the Grove. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Bosque was added in 2008 as the primary pedestrian portals to campus and the sculpture gardens from our 800 car parking lot.  The design of the Bosque mimics architectural cues and materials from the historic architecture on campus, and is designed to serve as an impromptu area for students during the day, and transform into an event break-out space at night.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hatheway West Terrace is an intimate patio garden that functions as the portal to the Hatheway Cultural Center and is used to welcome guests to the frequent shows at the Art Gallery and Theater.  The styling of the West Terrace borrows some of the same historic details as Bosque, but its plantings are a little louder.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As of late, our gardens have turned their attention to an annual themed garden show that seeks to connect people to plants in novel ways.  2014’s bee dazzled explained the often unseen but important role of bees in our daily lives.Embellishment of Gardens during shows.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year’s Garden of Eatin’ Show connected people to plants through their stomachs.  Very important organs to college students.  Garden of Eatin broke all expectations, welcoming 2,800 people to dedicated Garden Programs and generating hundreds of pounds of produce that was used in the college cafeterias.  And a roll of dumpster full of basil. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking forward our 2016 Gardens through the looking glass show will be installed in may, celebrating 150 years since lewis carrols Alice books and 180 years of Motnicello College.  Future aspirations for MSG include membership, raising an endowment, and growing a volunteer core. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beyond our amazing collection of sculpture and gardens, we have been on the fore-front of sustainable development, addressing the impacts associated with the thousands of vehicles that occupy our campus every day by implementing green parking lots, roadways, and managing stormwater runoff in innovative ways.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Radiating Waves dry detention basin was added in 2015, thanks in large part to a $750,000 grant from Illinois EPA.  Radiating Waves slows, cleans, and cools runoff from five acres of parking lots and roadways before it is released into nearby china creek.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Field Pond and Natural Learning Landscapes. Ecological Restoration and Research.  Campus more than just gardens.



2004 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have come a long way. Always was not like this.  What started as a novel idea has become an essential feature for our college’s brand and identity. We have plans for the future and will continue to be a success story.  



Kathy Gilder 
Huntsville Botanical Garden 



“You don’t build it for yourself. You find out what 
the people want and you build it for them.”    

Walt Disney 

Where Do Dreams Begin? 
The evolution of a Master Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where do dreams begin? For the Huntsville Botanical Garden our story is grounded in being the community’s garden, driven by a responsiveness to what people want to see and experience at their garden. My goal today is to encourage you to remain open to what may arrive on your doorstep, even when, especially when, it may not be part of your plans. 



Embrace your 
heritage… 

Even when it’s a 
strange mix of 

opposites! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It all starts with embracing your heritage.Huntsville, Alabama is what happens when traditional Southern hospitality marries the United States Space and Missile Defense Programs.Our town has an engineer mindset complete with briefings by rocket scientists and generals… shared over sweet tea and barbeque.What makes your town unique?



A humble beginning  
around the kitchen 
table 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public gardens spring to life in many ways.Some are lucky enough to receive endowments, others receive gifts of land with stately buildings.This was not the case in Huntsville.Our Garden began as a seed in the minds of 14 individuals who met with the sole purpose of establishing a botanical garden.Not having a “home”, they met around kitchen tables - and they schemed!



“Dream no small dreams” 
was the charge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First stop - the march on City Hall. They attended every council meeting with persistence and insistence.In the words of one founder, “The Council thought they were giving the little old ladies in tennis shoes enough rope to hang themselves!”The newly formed Botanical Garden Society was given a lease for 35 acres, later expanded to 112, and they were off and running!



Ordinary 
people 
doing 

extraordinary 
things for the 
community 
they love 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A volunteer crew of self-named “Bushwhackers” brought chainsaws and axes from home, and like early Madison County residents, began to hack through the undergrowth to clear the land.The original gardens were carefully planted by local Garden Club members often donating plants from their own backyards or “rescuing” native plants from the new construction sites of a growing community.



WE ARE OPEN! What CAN  
we do next?! 

A new marriage of plant and science geeks! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The original charge of the founders to “dream no small dreams” became a reality with the Garden opening to the public in May of 1988. But this was only the beginning and for this “can-do” community, it was time to set some truly audacious goals. Remember, these were men and women who were used to sending people to the Moon and back and were already looking towards Mars!



Our “thrust into the future”- the Science era 
 

The Center for Biospherics  
Education & Research…. aka CBER 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Garden is literally in the shadow of rockets – and as you recall we are a reflection of our community. The original Master Plan included building a Center for Biospherics Education and Research or CBERConcerned about standing alone, we would hitch our wagon to our neighbor, the US Space & Rocket Center.Our journey towards “a thrust into the future” had begun!



Reality check…. 
CBER becomes a rental venue 

and butterflies come to the Garden! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first phase of CBER was complete – and it was not a case of if you build it they will come.Earned revenues were not growing fast enough and it was time to recalibrate.A new direction had been voted upon by our visitors – one that included butterflies and weddings!But before we look to the future, let’s take one more look back…way back!



The Courthouse Columns: 
a community treasure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The single most unifying thread of the physical elements of our Garden are the limestone columns that were part of the Madison County Courthouse built in 1914.Majestic reminders of our Southern heritage for more than 50 years, after the Courthouse was replaced the pieces remained in a storage yard until the movement to bring them to the Garden began in 1985. 



Our past, present and future 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
True to our identity, if something is important to the community, it belongs at the Garden.The Columns have been incorporated into our Entrance, Children’s Garden and Amphitheater and one of the questions we hear most often is what will you do with the rest? We hope someday the future will include this beautiful design for a Column Courtyard surrounded by a reflection pool.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As our community grew, the desire to add a Children’s Garden was shared and it was time to ask once again, what do you want at your garden?An “idea box” was created and eight themes were selected.And of course, only in Huntsville does a Children’s Garden include a Space Station node from NASA and a Water Rocket Clock constructed from a Patriot missile!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a volunteer driven organization our job is to frankly – get out of their way.Individuals with great passion for their interests have brought new features to the Garden for all to enjoy.Our CEO once made the following offer to Vernon Bush, a retired aerospace engineer and expert on native azaleas:“I’ll show you my master plan if you’ll show me yours”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This open approach to new collections might be viewed as reckless by some in the public garden world.But as the community’s garden, we are of the people, by the people and for the people – and it works!The Holmes Trillium Collection researched and designed by an extraordinary volunteer is in the final stages of formal accreditation as the largest in the nation.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Lewis Birding Trail, was designed and built by a retired engineer and his wife wanting to share their common love for bird watching.Through their efforts, the Garden has been recognized as one of the nation’s “birdiest gardens” and designated as an e-birding hot spot.These opportunities were brought to us – not part of the plan but definitely part of the adventure!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best example we have of turning over the reins is our holiday light show, naturally named “The Galaxy of Lights.”Inspired by a bus tour to Callaway Gardens, members of our Guild returned with a plan to light up the Garden in Huntsville and to get their retired husbands out of the house!These unsuspecting guys, formerly rocket scientists and engineers were about to become the “Galaxy Guys”!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over 20 years later, the Galaxy of Lights is an award-winning holiday tradition. Our Galaxy Guys and now Gals work year-round to put on a spectacular show with displays ranging from the traditional to those unique to the Huntsville experience. Whether it’s Santa in a helicopter, a Moon landing or a Mars rover you know it’s Christmas as seen only in the Rocket City!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And our story continues in new ways under the guidance of an updated Garden Core Master Plan. After bringing together 100’s of Garden supporters and community volunteers, a series of projects that we call Focus Five were identified and are in progress. A revitalized entrance and parking garden demonstrating a commitment to sustainability has been fully funded and completed.



Opening in April, 2017!! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently under construction, our new Guest Welcome Center includes (3) unique rental venues and is a reflection of our heritage of Southern Hospitality and the high-tech functionality of Huntsville today.But this is so much more than a very special building.This will be the place where memories of a lifetime are made and will continue to be molded and shaped by the community it serves. 



Lewis Birding Trail 
Red Tailed Hawk 

Once again,  
back to the columns…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the new Guest Welcome Center, visitors will enter and exit the Garden passing through a series of columns. Built upon the vision of our founders, the columns are representative of the past, present and future Master Plans.But the space between the columns is equally important – allowing room for the interests and needs of an ever-changing community to be reflected in their Garden. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what unknown opportunities lie ahead for us? What undiscovered opportunities lie ahead for your organization?Our Master Plan will continue to guide us and evolve, as remaining a fresh, relevant reflection of our community is our ultimate goal.We hope that our future and yours continues to belong to those who dream no small dreams!



Clem Hamilton 
The Holden Arboretum 



Immersing guests in and above Holden's forest canopy 

“We envision a Northeast Ohio in 
which trees, forests, and gardens 
provide maximum ecological and 

social benefits to the region’s people 
and communities.”  

2009 Strategic Focus Areas 
1. Growing Trees and Communities  
2. Conserving Native Forests 
3. Engaging Children with Plants 



Conceptual design 
started 2009 and 
schematic design 

completed in 2010 



Design concepts, 
construction drawings, 

and confirming the right 
location 



Perform a visibility 
study in order to 

acquire a city zoning 
variance 



Helical pile 
foundations  
August 2014 



Canopy gap and 
building the 
tower’s base  



Prefabrication and 
preparation for 
helicopter day 
October 2014 



Helicopter Day  

October 27, 2014 



Done for the 
winter 

November 
17, 2014 



Finishing the 
tower  April 
– July 2015 



The Murch 
Canopy Walk  
May - August 

2015 



Suspended from 
cables to build 

suspension 
bridges for all 

people 



Create a canopy 
experience for 

people of all ages 
and mobility. 



Moments of 
celebration 



Climb through the layers of the Forest 



202 steps 120 feet high 



Traverse bridges through 
the canopy 



What will you discover when you visit? 



Increased visitation for the months of 
September and October 2015 

• Over 55,000 visitors 

• 33,000 visits to the Tower 

• 35,000 visits to the Canopy Walk 

• nearly 1,000 new members 



What’s next? 

 Field testing 
interpretation 
that is being 
developed 



Stephanie Jutila 
Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden 



  

A  
NEW DAY 
FOR THE 
GREATER 
DES 
MOINES 
BOTANICAL 
GARDEN 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a region that is home to ¾ of a million  people… in a state where Agriculture, Food Production and Renewable Energy are top industriesIn a city that prides itself to be at the top of national lists Our hometown botanical center (as it was once called) was far from hometown pride (at least in recent years)



DES MOINES 2016 RANKINGS 
 
15 of America's Most Incredible Farmers' Markets - Mental Floss, 2016 
 
#7 Hippest Mid-Sized City in America — Gogobot, 2016 
 
#1 Best City for the Middle Class — Business Insider, 2016 
 
#11 Best Place to Live in the U.S. — U.S. News & World Report, 2016 
 
#4 Best Mid-Sized City to Make a Living — MoneyGeek, 2016 
 
Top 10 Best City to Live and Work — Robert Half’s Career City Index, 2016 
   Full list of rankings available at www.desmoinesmetro.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After nearly five years of living in Des Moines I have come to the conclusion that the list of rankings for the City of Des Moines has grown to a state where the list itself needs a ranking system. At my last count the city has received 55 national rankings in 5 years. Many of the rankings shine light on the story that I am about to tell.



 1929 —  Idea of a horticultural facility in Des Moines conceived 
 

 1969 —  Friends of the Des Moines Botanical Center 501(c)(3) forms 
 
 1979 —  December 15 Grand Opening of Des Moines Botanical Center 
 

 2004 —  Des Moines Water Works assumes management of facility 
 

 2013 —  January 1 Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden assumes the  
  leadership, operation and future development of the 14-acre site 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here we are in a region full of pride and success stories, yet our botanical center was floundering. Despite passion and dedication to build the facility, its true potential was never fully realized during its first 34 years. Run by the City Parks and Recreation department for 25 years, the Garden was bleeding money and was threaten to be torn down. Insteps an interim manager, our local water company, took on the facility for 9 years, every year saying it would be the last year.



FOUR COMMUNITY LEADERS 
 a retired banker 
 a former Mayor of Des Moines 
 a former CEO of Iowa’s first  
       construction company 
   
UNITED BY THEIR DEDICATION TO 
 philanthropy 
 finding a better way 
 community betterment 
 saving the Botanical Center 
  
AND A PASSION  
  for gardens, plants and  
  natural beauty 
 
  
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Friends, Visionaries and project Champions all  united by a Can-do spirit. These four were the winning team to convince the original friends group to transfer the 501c3, to convince the City of Des Moines to make the facility and surrounding 14 acres a leasehold and to rally the community into supporting a new day for the Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anyone who has been up close to the project knows that this is a rare opportunity to reinvent a property, that is home to an inconic building and whose fate could have easily been a wrecking ball.  Today the geodesic dome is the conduit between the original facility and the Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden of today.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prior to 2011 the outdoor gardens caused more confusion than engagement. Many visitors were unsure if they could explore the outdoor gardens and if they did, doors would often lock behind them, as the site lacked a wholelistic approach and contiguous experience. Today we may be the only public garden where visitors enter the garden experience through a conservatory and then over a water garden to reach the outdoor gardens.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our ½ acre (705,000 gallon) water garden creates visual links to the Des Moines River beyond, while providing a great scene to devour while dining at our café Trellis. Five  ½ feet at its deepest point to six inches at its most shallow point. The water garden has both stone walls and naturalized areas defining its boundary. Along with three islands and six ledges providing a range of planting depths for our aquatic collections. And thanks to our colleagues at the Denver Botanic Gardens, our water garden is home to more than 75 divisions of hardy water lilies.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visual Links to the Des Moines River beyond were always central to the design concepts for the site. The Water Garden as it was built was only possible by the city permitting the closure of a road and relocating the bike trail to the river side. Creating a beautiful experience for trail users and a dynamic space to build gardens in.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
With nine distinct outdoor garden spaces we have a diverse palate of plant and garden experiences ranging from a Savanah, to a conifer and gravel garden, perennial boarders, an allee, a belvedere and a distinctive hillside garden, complete with a grotto and rill of water flowing down the hillside.



BY THE 
NUMBERS… 

133% 
Increase in annual operating 

 budget since FY13 

$18.6 million 
 Raised towards  

multi-phase capital projects 

 354,000 
Visitors to the Botanical Garden since 

reopening in October 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The garden is transformed and the numbers continue to grow. In the final year of the local water company operating only 65,000 visitors came to the garden. For the Fiscal Year that ends on June 30th we are on track to welcome 135,000 visitors to the garden. 



 
 

THE FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS 
 
Operating support  
     secured for ten years 
Endowment established  
Revenue Streams diversified  
    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our multi-year operating support comes from Bravo Greater Des Moines which redistributes hotel/motel tax, the City of Des Moines and Des Moines Water Works (the previous operator). Once our current capital campaign is complete our endowment will be $3.6million, which we will continue to grow in the years to come. And our new business model continues to expand our revenue generators.



OUR ORGANIZATION TODAY        
 

$2.8 million  
operating budget 

7 acres 
1,700 member  

households 
 25 FTE   

       Generators 
     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In FY2012, the year prior to taking on the lease the nonprofit had an operating budget of $250,000 and three employees. Growth has happened rapidly on many fronts. As part of our strategic vision we continue to refresh our roles as we drive towards a bold to grow in dynamic ways.



OUR BUSINESS MODEL TODAY 
 

Admissions 
17% 

Membership Dues 
7% 

Annual Fund & Grants 
15% 

Programs, Events & Outreach 
6% Venue Revenue & Commissions 

18% 

Retail Sales 
10% 

Investment Income 
3% 

Multi Year Support 
24% 

FY 2017 Budget 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our operating revenue generators are diverse, helping to provide a stable environment. Core to our strategic plan is to continue to grow our revenue generators. In that light we are regularly studying which revenue lines are leveling, expanding and even emerging. Future revenues are likely to include royalties for plant germ plasm, fee for service consulting on public green spaces and innovative retail offerings.



2014 and 2015 Garden Writers Association   
Gold Medal for Best Trade Magazine 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not only did we reinvent our garden, we reinvented how we engaged our members and donors in our mission of “Exploring, explaining and celebrating the world of plants.” As I visit the homes and business of our members and donors I often see all past issues of Bloom, the Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden’s member magazine, proudly displayed. The magazine helps to complete the circuit to keep a passion for plants alive and central to our members interactions with the Garden.



WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS 
    7 acres to develop     

      Collaborations  
with nonprofits and  

           corporations   
      Expanding Revenue  

       Generators 
     

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that the first seven acres are built and the community is part of the daily fabric of the garden, I have regularly stated that, “The fun has just begun.” And truth be told this is where the passion meets the opportunity to become a public garden that dynamically responds to our community. For that reason we have focused on a public engagement process to listen to what dreams our community has for the garden 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the stakeholder process we have asked-What are your dreams for the Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden?What does the Garden look like whenWe are recognized as a top tourist destination in the MidwestWe embrace the space adjacent to the bike trail and Des Moines River and When we go beyond our physical boundaries of the 14 acres?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 3/10th of a mile section of bike trail that runs along the western edge of our garden is the fourth busies section of bike trail in our region. Our most recent trail use study determined that there are 300,000 unique uses of this section a trail each year, a number that has grown every year for the past five years. At the present time, there are no gardens along the trail, but it is a space that is top priority for the Garden’s stakeholders.	



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And if you recall, our neighbor to the south is i-235, it is also a priority to work with the City and neighboring landholders to continue to expand the beauty of the entry experience. One of our newest neighboring landholders is in the process of building more than 500 residential units (in the form of townhomes, condos and apartments) in area immediately south of the interstate. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In many ways it is hard to believe that not that many years ago there was no guarantee that there would be a new day for the Greater Des Moines Botanical Garden. It is a true honor to work alongside the Community leaders, the employees and our dedicated volunteers who believed that Des Moines deserved to have a top notch botanical garden. As our first board chair said, “It is starting to show its color”. We hope that you will come see for yourself what Des Moines is all about. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
An urban oasis just waiting for you!



Patrick Larkin 
Cheekwood Botanical Garden 



Jaume Plensa: Human Landscape 

Patrick Larkin 
Cheekwood 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2015 Cheekwood embarked on presenting the largest exhibition of Jaume Plensa’s work in the US to date. Developing it took years of planning and negotiation, and involved all departmental areas so that the exhibition could seamlessly be installed.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about American Country Place era estate.Leslie Cheek and Mable Wood.1929-1932Daughter Hulda donated Cheekwood to be an art museum and botanic garden, which opened in the early 60’sNod to BobVistas and undulating landscape



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Market research done which indicted main reason why people come to Cheekwood is for the garden. Number 1 thing they want to see is art in the garden. Since that time have exhibited Bruce Munro’s Light, Trains, Big Bugs, Patrick Dougherty, and Treehouses



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jaume Plensa is a Spanish artist known for his monumental works of art, many of which are figurative, and feature letters and symbols. He’s probably best know for his work on the Crown Fountain in Chicago’s Millennium Park.



Laura with 
Bun 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walk through sculptures exhibited outdoors, while there were indoor works as well. The cast-iron sculpture Laura is based on a photograph and the final shape stretched through a computer image. The sculpture is assembled from nine separate sections, and is approximately 23 feet tall and weighs 18,000 pounds.



Soul of Words I & II 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jaume Plensa often works in sculptural pairs.   Individually, the two painted stainless steel figures of The Soul of Words I and II are composed of different alphabets and symbols.  As a pair, they allow viewers to imagine a conversation between them and an invisible bond is possible. 



Ewilda & 
Irma 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This pair of portraits of two girls is part of a family that Jaume Plensa refers to as “mesh heads.”  Both girls live in Barcelona where the artist met and photographed them, and then created a digital mesh drawing that maintains all the proportions of the original face.  These open mesh sculptures allow for penetration of light and visibility of the surrounding landscape. 



Heart 
of 

Trees 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This sculptural ensemble of seven bronze figures with their arms and legs around seven living trees, is a playful reference to music. Each sculpture is a male figure and represents Plensa himself who has had a strong affinity for music since childhood.  The bodies are tattooed with the names of his favorite composers, Gershwin, Bizet, Wagner, and many others.



Thoughts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With Thoughts Plensa captures the immeasurable power of human thought with snippets from some of Plensa’s favorite poets, including Willam Blake and William Carlos Williams. He used those quotes to express the idea that poets can transform the confusion and noise of language in our heads into something beautiful and meditative. ”. 



Self 
Portrait 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inside this globe is a human figure. According to Plensa, “The beauty is that you can see the space inside but you can’t reach it. We have an exterior part that’s easy to arrive at and another part impossible to touch. Even people you love have parts that you can never know perfectly. That is the beauty of people.”



Rui Rui’s 
World 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since 2004, when he filmed 1000 people who lived in Chicago and projected them in The Crown Fountain in Millennium Park, Jaume Plensa has continued to do portraits.  Rui Rui, who is originally from Shanghai, is one of 34 portraits he has done since then. 



Silent 
Music II 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Silent Music II is composed of musical notes and symbols. Plensa remembers that when he was a boy, he used to sit inside his father’s piano hearing not only the sound of the notes but even more so experiencing the vibrations with his own body. 



Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work with artist. Take copius notes, including photographs. Have them work out much in advance. For Heart of Trees I photo documented the layout Plensa had in mind to make installation easier.



Planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prototype. Have staff 



Installation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots of heavy equipment, Unique equipment. Spider crane for Self portrait



Installation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Equipment doing things that you didn’t ever want to see it doing. Art department using garden equipment.



Installation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bases which will eventually require repair to the landscape. Concrete footers.



Maintenance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mustn’t forget maintenance. Trees on slope required hand trimming,. Could not just weedeat around sculptures. Art department had to prune by hand with scissors



Lighting 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Completely unexpected. Open some evenings. Almost all images for marketing were night images because so impactful.



Patrick Larkin 
Cheekwood 

615.353.6961 
plarkin@cheekwood.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exhibit is travelling. Getting Cheekwood out there more. Tampa Museum of Art, and now at Toledo Museum of Art. Images of Cheekwood and our landscape is what’s out there. Think big. Plan and plan some more.



Scott Scarfone 
Buffalo and Erie County Botanical 

Gardens 
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